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1. Today’s version of cosmological constant problem  

2. Scalar-Tensor Theory with Λ 

3. New proposal with high-intensity laser fields 

 

 

 



Accelerating Universe Discovered in 1998 

Cosmological constant 

Fine tuning? 

In Planckian units 

Decaying? Dynamical? 

is this small today because we are old, 

not because we fine-tuned parameters 



Rediscover Jordan’s scalar-tensor theory 

Massless (gravitational) scalar field  f 

We had derived  

Coupled to other fields gravitationally, unlike Higgs  

Two faces of the scalar field 

Cosmological behavior; Dark Energy, negative pressure: 

nearly classical 

Force between local objects; quantum effects, no immunity 

from acquiring self-energy, unlike genuine gauge fields 



Past experiments 

in 70s and 80s 

To overcome weakness 

of gravity, huge, heavy 

objects used even 

natural environments 

Only upper-bounds with 

limited accuracies 

Composition-independent experiments 

Composition-dependent experiments 



Scalar field production by photon-photon 

scattering with resonance enhancement 

Building blocks 

Resonance-dominated 

only in the s channel 
Quasi-parallel frame 



Trove 
Phase-volume integral 

Normalized flux of photons 

Distribution of 

Nearly doubled frequency 

Extremely forward direction 

within the angle  

Observational signature 

But integrated yield         too small 

to be measured 

Multiply by      , eating up trove 

Then smaller trove 

No infinity in cross section  



at the resonance 

BW formula 

Peak-value independent of strength  of the force 

First step toward enhancement 



Extremely narrow width squared 

Averaging over range 

Still short of 60 

or so orders to 

the goal 
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Experimental setup 

Fixed  

varied 

detector 
for observational signature 

Extremely forward direction 
2Nyield 



Second step toward enhancement 

Intense laser beam described by coherent state 

Single mode 

approximation 

Averaged photon number 



Second step toward enhancement 

into vacuum into sea of photons 

Enhancement by The same for      but not  

for Total rate by   2
2

2

NN 








Yield per pulse of observational signature 

Requiring 1 event for per pulse 

optical photons 

Too much, unrealistic 

Enhancement factor of coupling strength  

27810 N

3110~N



Annihilated at 

Created at 

Rate of producing      enhanced by 

Adding Inducing beam  

Creating    at      from sea of 

photons enhanced by  

detectable, fortunately 



Summary 

    Enhancement machanisms due to 

resonance nature and the triple product 

of coherent photons enable the detection 

of the scalar field as a candidate of Dark 

Energy in laboratory. 

 

 


